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ON GOOD CHARACTERIZATIONS FOR DIGRAPHS 
P A V E L K O M Á R E K , Praha 
(Received June 14, 1984) 
Suppose a class ^ of digraphs is characterized in two ways: by the nonexistence 
of a homomorphism from some fixed digraph A (this fact is denoted by ^ = A +->) 
and by the existence of a homomorphism to some fixed digraph B (this is denoted 
by <S = -> Б). The equality A +->=-> B will be then called a good characterization. 
The importance of good characterizations consists in the fact that every theorem 
of this type makes the efficient solution of the appertaining problem possible. 
The aim of this papeг is to show some new good characterizations. Further, we 
shall prove one necessary condition for the digraphs A which appear in good charac-
terizations of this type. 
1. INTRODUCTЮN 
In the beginning we shall present some necessary definitions and facts. Denote 
the set of all digraphs (without loops and multiple edges) as $). A homomorphism h 
in 9 from a digraph G = (V(G)9 E(G)) to a digraph H = (V(H)9 E(H)) is a mapping 
h: V(G) -> VKH) such that (x9 y) є £(G) => (h(x)9 h(y)) є E(H). 
Suppose G, H є 9 h is a homomorphism from G to Я; we denote by Һ(G) the 
subgraph of H defined by 
Һ(G) = ({h(v); v є V(G)}9 {(h(Vl)9 h(v2)); (vl9 v2) є E(G)}) . 
Further, we introduce the following classes of graphs: 
A +-> is the class of all digraphs Ge such that there is no homomorphism from A 
to G. 
-> B is theclass of alldigraphs Gє^suchthat thereexists ahomomorphismfґom G 
toБ. 
An other concept to be defined is the good characterization (Edmonds, 1965). 
In ttíis paper we will understand a good characterization as a relation A +->=-> B 
(see[3]). 
Theгe are two known classes of good characterizations in S>: 
Pn +* = -> U„ (for every n ^ 1) (see [4]) and 
Am,n +-> = -> Bmn (for every m, n9 m ^ 2, n ^ 2) (see [2]). 
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2. THE NECESSARY CONDITION 
We shall show here one necessary condition for the digraph A when A +-»=—> B. 
Definition 1. Let C = (V, E) be a semicycle (defined as in [1]) on n vertices, let 
V= {v09..., vn_x}9 let E = Etu E2, where El9 E2 are defined by 
E1 = {eeE; e = (vi9vi+l); / G { 0 , 1 , . . . , n - 1}}, 
£ 2 = j e e £ ; e = (u l+1 , i\), / e { 0 , l,....,w - 1}}, where vn = i>0. 
We call the semicycle C balanced iff I.E-1 = |F2| = k (k = nj2). 
Lemma 1. The semicycle C is balanced iff there exists a directed tree T and 
a homomorphism h such that h(C) = T. 
Proof.l) Suppose that C = ({v09..., t;2fc-i}, E) is balanced. We shall construct T 
as a directed path whose vertices will be integers. Define h(v0) = 0. Suppose h(v) = 
= m. If (vi9vi+1)eE9 define h(vi+1) = m + 1. If (vi+l9vi)eE9 define h(vi+1) = 
= m — 1. The semicycle C is balanced so that when we go through all the vertices 
of C (back to v0)9 we must be again at the vertex 0. This means that ft is a homo-
morphism from C to the directed path T, where V(T) = {r, r + 1, . . . , — 1, 0, 
1, ..., s} for some integers r ^ 0, s ^ 0. 
2) Suppose that C = ({v09..., vn-t}9 E) is a semicycle, Tis a directed tree and ft 
is a homomorphism satisfying ft(C) = T. For every w e V(T) define the height H(w) 
by: 
a) H(h(v0)) = 0; 
b) H(w) = m + 1, if there exists a vertex w' such that (w', w) G F(T), H(w') = m; 
c) H(w) = m — 1, if there exists a vertex w' such that (w, w') eE(T)9 H(w') = m. 
It follows that if x9 y e V(T) satisfy (x9 y) e E(T) then H(y) = if(;c) + 1. 
Lete = (t;„ i;<+1) G £(so that^GEi); then (ft(^), ft^i^)) e£(T)andH(ft(i>f+1)) = 
= H(h[v)) + 1. On the other hand, let ef = (vJ+l9Vj)eE (so that e' e E2); then 
(hrvj+1)9h(Vj))eE(T) and H(h(vJ+1)) = H(h(vj)) - 1. Starting at t;0 and going 
through all the vertices of C back to v09 we must, in T, get to ft(u0), with height 
H(h{v0)) = 0. It follows that \Et\ = |E2|. • 
Theorem 1. Let A9 B be two digraphs satisfying A -f* = -> B. Then all semicycles 
contained in A are balanced. 
Proof. Suppose that there exist digraphs A, B such that A++ = -• B and A 
contains a non-balanced semicycle C. Put k = |-S(C)|. Lemma 1 implies that for 
every homomorphism ft the digraph ft(C), and then also ft (A), contains a semicycle Cl9 
where [-^(Ci)] ^ k. This means that every digraph which is not from the class 
A -H> must contain a semicycle Cl9 \E(Ct)\ !g k. We shall use here the following 
theorem: For any natural numbers n9 c9 there exists a digraph G whose chromatic 
number /(G) > c and such that G contains no semicycle C- with |-E(C!)| ^ «. 
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Putting c = x(-B) and n = k, we see that there exists a digraph G with Ge.4+^ but 
G$ -> B. This contradicts .4 -f-> = -> B. m 
3. GOOD CHARACTERIZATIONS 
Now we shall define an infinite family of digraphs Amt„tPtq — examples are in 
Fig. 1 — and show that for every Amt„tPtq there exists a digraph Bmt„tPtq such that 
A 4-> r= —• fí 
Definition 2. Let m, n, p, q be integers, O ^ p ^ n — 2, 0 ^ q ^ m — 2. By 
Am,„,p,q we denote the digraph (V, £), where 
V = {0,..., m, m + 1,..., m + p, - 4 ' , . . . , - 1 ' , 0', V,..., n'}, 
£ = {(i, t + 1); 1 = 0,..., m + p - 1} u {(*', i + V); * = -q,.., n - 1} u 
u {(0', m)} (see Fig.l). 
Let us remark that the classes A„ are mutually different. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
/ / 
-3%~2' -/' 0' ť 2' 3' 4' 
' At MtЬ3 
A 4,5,2,1 
Fig. 1 
Definition 3. Let G be a digraph without directed cycles. Define the valuation 
of the vertices of G by n{x) = (di9 d2), where d1(d2) is the length of the longest 
directed path ending (styrting, respectively) at the vertex x. 







Vr = {//;/ = 0, f = 0, 1 = / + I = r}, 
£ r = {((/\ Pq); (/\ Pq e Vr, i < p9 j > q} (see Fig. 2). 
Definition 5. Let m, w, p, q be integers, 0 ^ p g « - 2, O ^ q ^ m — 2. Define 
two subsets VL(<?) and V-^ of VM+„_2 by 
*_(«) = {// e V^+^-2; J = n9 i = q] , 
кt/(p> {ijє Vm+П_2; i è m . j ^ p } 





q = 3), define the set E by 
E = {(»i, tf2) e £~+,,-2; i;,. e VL(,}, »2 e VU(p)}. 
Define now the digraph Bm>ntPtq = (V9E') by V = Vm+n„29 E' = Em+n„2\E. 
In Fig. 4 we see B2AAtQ. 
The following lemma appears already in [2]: 
Lemma 2. Let G be a digraph without directed cycles. Suppose for every x e V(G), 
di + d2 = r holds, where (di9 d2) = ji(x). In other words, its longest directed 
path contains at most r edges. There exists a homomorphism h: G -> Fr satisfying 
the following conditions: 
Let x e V(G)9 fi(x) = (di9 d2). 
a) Ifdx = d2 = 0, then h{x) = 01. 
b) Otherwise (1 ^ dt + d2 ^ r), h(x) = dvd2. 
Proof. For every x e V(G) the vertex h(x) exists (see Definition 4). Let vi9v2e 
e V(G), /i^J = (di9d2)9 p.(v2) = (d[9d2). Let (vi9v2)e E(G). Then dt < di and 
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d2 > d2 (see Definition 3). The definition of Er implies that (dtd2, d\d2) e Er. This 
means that (vl9 v2) e E(G) => (h(i>i), h(v2)) e Er holds. • 
Fig. 4 
Theorem 2. Let m, n, p, q be integers, O ^ p ^ n — 2, 0 ^ q ^ m — 2. Then 
(in the class @) 
^m,n,p,q ~*~* = ""* ^m,n,p,q • 
Proof, a) First we shall prove that AmtH9Ptq+> c _> Bm^PA. Let Ge .4 W ) „ i M +>. 
This means that there is no homomorphism from Am^tPA to G. So, G contains no 
directed path Pk with fc ^ m + w — 1 and no directed cycle. Hence, by Lemma 2, 
1 
r*> • • # • 
m-1 m m+1 
... • _»• —**• ' 
/ 
m + p - 7 m + p 
... •-*-• 
• -*•• • • • 
'-q+Г -Ґ^O^ť " 
Fig. 5 
• • • • -*-»• 
n-ť rí 
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there exists a homomorphism h from G to Fm+n-2. Suppose now that there exists 
no homomorphism from G to BmntPq. That means that there exists an edge(vl9 v2) e 
e E(G) such that h{v^) e VL(q)9 h(v2) e VU(p). There exists a directed path Ps (s ^ m) 
ending v2 and another directed path P5, (s
f ^ p) starting v2. There exists also a di-
rected path Pt (t ^ q) ending v1 and another directed path Pr (f' ^ n) starting t^. 
This is a contradiction with the assumption Ge-4w>n>Ptq +->. It means that Amnpq +> 
++_=-> £„,,„,,,, holds. 
b) It remains to prove that -> Bmjn>pq _= i4m>IIfPi,H->. Let G e -> £„ Suppose 
that G £ Amnpq +->. From these two statements it follows that there exists a homo-
morphism h from AmtntPq to Bmtnpq. There is a directed path Pm ending at the vertex m 
and also another directed path Pp starting at m (see Fig. 5); this means that h(m) e 
e VU(p). There is a directed path Pq ending at the vertex 0' and also another directed 





















We have (0', m) e E[AmtntPtq), but there are no edges between VL(q) and Vu(p) 
in Bmnpq. This contradiction implies that if G e -» BmntPq, then G e Amt„tPtq +->. 
The proof is complete. • 
Some examples of good characterizations are seen in Fig. 6. 
Remark. Theorem 2 shows that there exist good characterizations A +-> = -> B, 
where A contains vertices of degree 3. This suggests that the following conjecture 
is perhaps not too adventurous: 
Conjecture. For every orientation of a tree Tthere exists a digraph B such that 
T++ = -+ B. 
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